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Velvet Leaf
MPI, regional councils and others have been
working hard to contain the spread of the pest
weed velvetleaf. It is an ‘unwanted organism’
under the Biosecurity Act.

The weed has been found contaminating fodder
beet seeds. To date the Association and others
have been party to a range actions or activities
including:

 Seed representatives, contractors and
merchants tracing sales of affected fodder
beet seed lines

 Farmers urged to return any supplies of
affected fodder beet seed lines to
merchants

 Farmers urged to check any fodder beet
crops for signs of the plant

 MPI or relevant regional council
inspection staff removing and destroying
weed plants
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 GMO regulations clarified
 Hemp seed as a food – update
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 MPI reviewing overseas’ place of
production processes and domestic
import health standards

Elsewhere, MPI has issued temporary emergency
border measures for the testing and sampling of
pelleted seeds for sowing. Seed species and those
that are breeders/foundation/greenhouse
produced seed have been deemed “low risk” have
been deferred from the testing requirements, in
comparison with broad acre field crop seed
production every lot will be inspected and tested.

The Association is continuing to work with MPI to
help them better understand seed import
pathways, volumes and seed testing procedures.

Black Grass 2016 response
MPI reports that with the latest black grass seed (a
major pest weed) incursion (of 3 seeds) found in a
63-tonne export consignment, that NO new seeds
have been found at this stage and an inspection of
the paddocks where the ryegrass was grown has
not find any black-grass plants. MPI has placed an
export-only directive on the contaminated rye
grass consignment. As a result, the contaminated
grass cannot be sold in New Zealand.

Please note: There is NO connection to the black
grass seed spillage incident in July 2013. The
location of the paddocks where the contaminated
rye grass was grown is not close to the spillage
route.

Black Grass 2013 response - concluded
MPI advises that the final surveillance of the July
2013 black grass seed spill route (Ashburton to
Methven) has been completed and no black-grass
has been detected. Therefore, MPI has decided to
close-out the response as all response operations
have been completed.

GIA Deed - Update
At a meeting last month (26 April) Federated
Farmers Arable, Foundation of Arable Research
(FAR), New Zealand Flour Millers Association
(NZFMA), New Zealand Feed Manufacturers

Association (NZFMA) and the New Zealand Grain
and Seed Trade Association (NZGSTA) agreed to
engage with the Government Industry Agreement
(GIA) on Biosecurity Readiness and Response on
behalf of the arable industry in New Zealand.

All members of the arable industry recognise the
importance of an enhanced biosecurity system
that ensures harmful pests and diseases are kept
out of New Zealand and can see the positive
benefits that engaging in the GIA process will bring
to our industry.

The five industry bodies are in the early phases of
industry consultation and collaboration working
under the provisional title “Seed and Grain
Readiness and Response (SGRR) NZ Inc.”. The next
step is to complete a formal proposal for MPI with
the intention of signing before the end of this year

We welcome any specific comments Association
members may have on this important initiative
and any feedback should be directed to the
NZGSTA General Manager.

Elsewhere, NZ Citrus Growers Inc has recently
signed the GIA Deed with MPI. NZCGI becomes the
ninth member of the GIA partnership. Other GIA
signatories include: NZ Avocado Growers
Association, Kiwifruit Vine Health, Pipfruit NZ, NZ
Pork, NZ Equine Health Association, Onions NZ
and the NZ Forestry Owners Association.

The GIA deed enables relevant industry sectors to
prepare and to respond effectively to biosecurity
risks. It also enable sectors to have an influence in
the decision making and response space.

MPI consultation on capsicum seed
Last month (13 April) the Association lodged a
written submission to MPIs Plant Imports team on
their review of proposed amendments to the
importing requirements for capsicum seeds for
sowing. Specifically, the Association responded to
the continuance of emergency measures for
PSTVd and the addition of measures for PCFVd
associated with imported capsicum seed from all
countries.
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MPI consultation on cucurbitaceae seeds
MPI are currently consulting on proposed
amendments to the importing requirements for
cucurbitaceae seeds for sowing. The amendments
look to justify the continuation of measures for
Cucumber Green Mottle Mosaic Virus (CGMMV)
and Kyuri Green Mottle Mosaic Virus (KGMMV).
Submissions to MPI closed 10 May.

GMO regulations clarified
On 5 April 2016 the Government approved minor
amendments to regulations on the definition of
what is and is not a genetically modified organism
(GMO).

The clarification means that all organisms
developed through conventional and longstanding
chemical and radiation treatments do not require
Hazardous Substances and New Organisms (HSNO)
Act approval as GMOs.

Hemp seed as a food – update
The Australia and New Zealand Ministerial Forum
on Food Regulation met on 31 March.

They considered a report from the Food
Regulation Standing Committee on research
projects underway in relation to low THC hemp.

Members were told that investigations were
continuing into whether the consumption of low-
THC hemp as a food could result in a false positive
result in any of the roadside drug testing programs
currently in use in Australia and in New Zealand.
This study is critical to considering whether to
permit low-THC hemp as a food and its outcomes
will be considered at a future face to face meeting
of the Forum, most likely towards the end of the
year.

The Forum has tasked Food Standards Australia
New Zealand (FSANZ) to begin work on developing
a draft proposal on how, if it was considered
appropriate, low-THC hemp could be legally
designated as a food.

Pastoral Industry Forage Strategy
A working group comprising representatives from:
Beef + Lamb NZ, Dairy NZ, NZ Plant Breeding &
Research Association, Foundation for Arable
Research, Ag Research and MPI are working on a
new initiative to develop a National Forage
Strategy.

The purpose for the strategy will be to: “Grow the
profitability of individual farmers and the long
term prosperity of NZ by increasing the value of
forage grown on NZ farms”. A project consultant
has been appointed and a report and
recommendations are expected by the end of
September.

Turkish Seed Association visit

Last month 27 representatives from the Turkish
Seed Association (TSUAB) visited Canterbury for
two days to learn about the New Zealand seed
industry and build relationships for the future.

The trade mission received a unique insight into
the research, breeding, testing, handling and
processing infrastructure of the seed industry.
They met skilful growers and also received several
briefings from NZ seed industry representatives
and officials from the Ministry for Primary
Industries (MPI). Both associations signed a
memorandum of understanding paving the way
for cooperation, friendship and contact between
our two countries. And there was a business to
business session. Finally, the study tour was also
generously supported by a number of NZGTSA
member companies.
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At a recent Inaugural NZ Turkey Business Council
meeting in Istanbul the Secretary General of
TSUAB who was part of the delegation spoke
enthusiastically about their visit, saying the
comprehensive programme organised by NZGSTA,
meeting NZ representatives along with the kiwi
hospitality had opened their eyes to the
opportunities to develop the seed trade between
Turkey and New Zealand. See some of the photos
taken: http://www.nzgsta.co.nz/photo-gallery/

Vegetable Seed Course
NZ Vegetable Seed’s Growing Reputation
This April Massey University’s Professional
Development Centre (PaCE) with Craig McGill and
Robert Southward from the Institute of
Agriculture and Environment and in association
with New Zealand Grain Seed and Trade
Association ran a two day tailored short course on
the Manawatu campus focusing on vegetable seed
quality.  This is the third course offering
professional development in seed science and
technology to be run by Massey as a direct
request from industry.
The short course is aimed at those involved in
seed quality and assurance, production,
processing and storage. This year’s 21 participants
come from a variety of national organisations
including both seed companies and service
providers to the seed industry.   “Most of the
participants are from companies involved with
vegetable seed and also from a range of
backgrounds from marketing to stores
processing.” says Craig McGill, Research Officer in
Seed Science and Technology at Massey
University.
The course topics covered seed quality issues such
as sampling and purity, germination and vigour
testing, seed moisture and priming, storing seed
and post-harvest treatment.  The course is taught
through a combination of lectures, practical work
and group exercises.  “The professional
development courses are a good opportunity to
interact with people in the industry” says McGill.
The course outcome is that participants return to
their workplaces and put these new ideas into
practice. The aim is to further improve the quality

of our vegetable seeds exported and those used
for production of domestic and export crops.
McGill says “New Zealand has an international
reputation for the production of high quality
vegetable seeds, so we are talking about why we
have that reputation and what we need to do to
maintain it”.

Vegetable seed quality course participants taking
a break from lectures for a group photograph.

We are taking expressions of interest for another
course to be held in July. Craig has indicated either
weeks beginning 4th or 11th of July. Please email
tricia.radford@seedindustrynz.co.nz and indicate
your date preference.

TPP update
Two major public consultation rounds on the
Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) agreement closed
recently.

Parliament’s Foreign Affairs Defence and Trade
Select Committee have completed 6 weeks of
public engagement on the Trans-Pacific
Partnership National Interest Analysis. Its report
and recommendations were presented to the
House on 4th May.

And submissions to MBIE, seeking feedback on
how the Government proposes to implement the
intellectual property changes required to ratify the
TPP, closed on 30 March. The seed industry filed a
submission regarding issues of concern around
patent term extensions.
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On 12th May the Government introduced
legislation to ratify the TPP agreement and the
process will be open for public submissions. As
part of this process the Government has yet to
confirm when it will amend and update the Plant
Variety Rights Act.

New member
The Association is the national trade body
comprising around 80 member companies. Its
members are involved in a range of activities
including: research and development, seed
production, seed multiplication, seed processing
and sales and marketing.

The Association is working to foster the best
business environment for our grain and seed
industry members.

We are pleased to announce a new company who
have applied to join the NZGSTA.

All members are being notified of this application
here through this newsletter.

- Rakaia Engineering.  Established in 1987 they
design, engineer and import a full range of
agricultural equipment and solutions.

We welcome any feedback from members as to
why Rakaia Engineering should or should not
become a member.  If we have not had any
response within 14 days we will be happy to
accept Rakaia Engineering as a new member.

Upcoming NZGSTA Events
Looking ahead the Association will be running
some workshops for members at our Christchurch
office.

On Thursday 16 June we will have a half day
forum (9.30am to 12.30pm) on logistics/export
processes. The topic will cover Product
Compliance, Load Out and Shipping Documents.
The refresher workshop is aimed at those new and
experienced administrative staff members who
are involved in the international movement and

administration of seed. Email Tricia Raford:
tricia.radford@seedindustrynz.co.nz to attend

In mid-July we are planning a workshop topic on
plant variety right applications and processes.
And in early September a forum on global grain
developments and the implications for NZ is
scheduled to take place

All members are invited to these events and more
details will be provided shortly.

CONFERENCE 2016 – REGISTER TODAY
Early Bird Registration finishes end of May!

2016 NZGSTA Conference – Hilton Hotel,
Brisbane, Queensland, Australia.

Conference 2016, “Seeding ANZAC business” will
provide a great opportunity to catch up with
colleagues and friends.
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Whilst this year’s event is being held in Brisbane
Australia, the topics being discussed will be of
relevance to all our members. Over 110 delegates
came to Conference last year in Auckland, and we
hope we can have better or similar numbers in
Brisbane.

This year we have several exhibition booths
available and these can be booked with Tricia at
the Seed Office.

We have a range of experts in their fields and
their knowledge will be vital to the
development of ideas in the conference.
Queensland’s the Hon. Leanne Donaldson MP,
Minister for Agriculture and Fisheries has
agreed to give the opening presentation.

Field Trip to the coast to visit Tiger Prawn
Farming, enjoy lunch at a historic pub before
continuing onto a famous Rum Distillery.  Lots
to see and taste on this field trip.

Aerial view of Tiger Prawn Farm

The NZGSTA Conference will be on 19-21 October
2016. Further details and Early Bird Registration
are available on our website at
www.nzgsta.co.nz/nzgsta-conference-2016/.

SEED INDUSTRY OFFICE –
Available for members’ use
The Seed Industry Office is located at:

185 Kirk Rd, Innovation Park, Templeton,
CHRISTCHURCH

The office is handily located on the southern
outskirts of Christchurch, just off State Highway 1.
We are only 10minutes from the airport.

Our boardroom is available for meetings, and
members are welcome to call in and re-charge a
cell phone, make a fax, or just stop in for a coffee
break when passing through Christchurch. Please
let Tricia know if you wish to book the boardroom.

PLEASE NOTE OUR CONTACT DETAILS:
PO Box 23143, Templeton 8445
Ph: (03) 349-8430
Fax: (03) 349 8436
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DIRECTIONS TO SEED INDUSTRY OFFICE, 185 KIRK ROAD, TEMPLETON

Meeting Schedule of NZGSTA Executive Council
for 2016

 26 July – Wellington, incl. MPI visit
 18 October – Brisbane, Australia

Please advise Thomas Chin of any matters you wish to have
discussed at a meeting.


